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1  Introduction 

Chore Wars was a personal project designed by a Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) enthusiast and freelance game 

designer named Kevan Davis. He launched Chore Wars in 2007, and it’s been a quiet cult favorite online ever 

since.  

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the Character Sheet page of Chore Wars. (source: http://www.chorewars.com/) 

The Chore Wars site (see Figure 1) is essentially a household chore tracking tool that gamifies housework by 

allowing users to earn virtual experience points and treasure as they complete their daily tasks and log them in 

the Chore Wars system. There’s more to it than that, but the easiest way to explain it is that Chore Wars is an 

ode to D&D. While the site is still functional, it isn’t being updated anymore by Davis.  

There are now several productivity tracking sites and apps that have applied a D&D-like approach for tracking 

everything from chores to personal goals. By evaluating the usability of the Chore Wars site as well as the 

usability of a more recently made counterpart like Habitica (see Figure 2), it’s possible to see how the gamifying 

of to-do lists has evolved to serve users for better or worse. The main goal is to determine how Chore Wars can 

be improved upon and what users would want changed, if anything. 

 

http://www.chorewars.com/
http://www.chorewars.com/
https://habitica.com/
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Figure 2. Screenshot of Habitica website home page (scrolled down to the middle of the home page). (source: 
https://habitica.com/static/home)  

2 Methodology 

2.1 Usability test participants 

Past usability testing experience has informed the way participants were found for this study: “In search of” 

posts in seven local groups on Facebook were posted to attract the largest possible response of potential in-

person test users. The local Facebook groups were chosen for the posts because of the topics or themes they 

are organized around: These groups gather together fans of D&D and other role-playing games, science fiction 

and fantasy media, and related fandoms. Ten potential test users responded to the posts, and three of those 

candidates participated in this study (Table 1). 

The three final test participants are all between 35 and 45 years old, and all were in committed monogamous 

relationships. Two of the three test users have children. The way chores are distributed in their respective 

homes varies widely: one person doing nearly all household chores by themselves; two adults splitting the 

chores as evenly as possible; and the chores being divided unevenly between two adults based on traditional 

gender roles (although they were willing to “help” the other person with their chores if requested). They all have 

intermediate to advanced computer skills; each of them owns a smartphone; and they all enjoy tabletop gaming 

and other games, too. 

https://habitica.com/static/home
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Table 1. Participants (test users) in this usability study. 

Name Age Occupation Household Daily Chores Tech Skills Interests 

Jennifer 40 Homeschooling 

parent and full-

time homemaker 

2 adults, 4 

children, no 

pets 

“Everything. Cleaning, 

shopping, organizing, 

fixing. I’m home most 

of the time with the 

kids, so … I do 

everything.” 

Intermediate 

computer user. Owns 

a new iPhone and an 

iPad. Spends 30+ 

hours per week 

online. 

Tabletop and card 

games. Mentioned 

that her kids like to 

do a lot of role-

playing inspired by 

fantasy fiction. 

Trisha 38 Cross-functional 

accounting and HR 

manager for a 

plumbing 

company 

2 adults, 3 

dogs 

“We split our chores 

pretty evenly. We 

don’t always do the 

same chores every 

day. I guess it just 

depends on who is 

free when something 

has to be done.” 

Intermediate to 

advanced computer 

user. Owns an 

Android phone, a 

Playstation 4, and an 

Alienware gaming PC. 

Spends 45+ hours per 

week online. 

D&D and other 

RPGs. Lots of PC 

and tabletop 

gaming. Some 

video games. All 

gaming inspired by 

science fiction and 

fantasy. 

Eric 40 Tech support 

specialist for a 

mortgage 

company 

2 adults, 4 

children, 3 

dogs 

“My wife does things 

like dishes and 

laundry. I do most of 

the repairs and 

maintenance stuff for 

our home and cars.” 

Advanced computer 

user. Owns an old 

iPhone, an old iPad, 

and an Xbox 360 (for 

his kids). Spends 32+ 

hours per week 

online. 

Some tabletop and 

card games. Plays 

chess and solitaire 

on smartphone 

sometimes. Prefers 

general strategy or 

comedy games. 

 

2.2 Testing environment and equipment 

Because of scheduling and location limitations, the usability tests were conducted in a Starbucks coffeeshop 

located at 1252 South Country Club Drive in Mesa, Arizona, on a Sunday morning. The coffeeshop testing 

environment was well-lit, spacious, and relatively quiet. The test was conducted at a rectangular table that could 

seat up to four people. Test users were each given a free drink of their choosing from the coffeeshop for their 

participation in the usability tests. 

Free Wi-Fi was available in the Starbucks location, but the laptop couldn’t connect, so a personal Wi-Fi hotspot 

set up on the observer’s smartphone was used to provide internet connectivity instead. A Mozilla Firefox 
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browser window was opened on a Dell Latitude E6530 laptop to access the websites being tested. A traditional 

computer mouse was connected to the laptop via a USB cable to make the tests easier for participants. A Blue 

Snowball microphone was also attached to the laptop via a USB cable to capture audio. Each test had screen 

capture and audio recorded using the OBS (Open Broadcaster Software) Studio application. 

2.3 Data measurement and interpretation 

Most of the data gathered from these usability tests will be subjective and abstract (and therefore qualitative). 

For example, the logic each user applies to how they use a website and the way they interpret a site’s design or 

intended purpose are all types of information that can be observed but not measured (thus, qualitative 

information). However, the number of task scenarios a user is able to complete and the amount of time it takes 

them to complete each task scenario are both calculable and measurable, and therefore quantitative, forms of 

data. However, the value of the quantitative data for these usability tests will be best interpreted through the 

lens of the qualitative data gathered for these tests.  

The qualitative data for these usability tests will be interpreted by comparing the test user’s conceptual models 

for and perceived logic of the website’s design and use to those of the observer’s, who has regularly used the 

sites tested for some time and has some familiarity with the way the site’s designers wanted or intended the 

sites to be used. The quantitative data will be measured in two ways: 1) minutes and seconds when measuring 

the time it takes a user to complete a task (if they can complete the task) and 2) the total number count of tasks 

successfully completed.  

The quantitative data will be used to help provide greater context to the qualitative data. For example, the 

length of time it may take a user to complete a task makes more sense when we understand why it took them so 

long to complete the task. Further, the time taken to complete a task will show which conceptual models are the 

most ineffective and therefore the most important to avoid possibly suggesting to users. 

2.4 Independent variables 

The observer is hard of hearing, and because of the angles at which they were seated to the test users during 

the testing session, they could not always hear or lip read what the users were saying. The observer had to 

replay the recorded screen capture and audio a few times over from each testing session to try to accurately 

document the outcome of each testing session. 
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2.5 Dependent variables 

Test participants’ individual computer knowledge and skills may influence their ability to navigate and use 

websites effectively. The knowledge test users have of online productivity tools, as well as their familiarity with 

RPG games like Dungeons and Dragons, might also affect their ability to use the sites tested. 

3 Testing Procedures 

Once all equipment was set up appropriately and the test user was present, the screen capture and audio 

recording were turned on in OBS Studio. The observer would maximize the Firefox browser window, which was 

open to a neutral page (www.google.com), and then the observer read aloud from a script (see Appendix B) 

explaining how the test would work and what the expectations were for the test user.  

The observer then asked the test user some pre-test questions (see Appendices A, D, E, and F) before opening 

the site page to be tested and asked the test user for their first impressions of the site. Then, the observer would 

describe a scenario where the test user would need to use the site and tell the test user to complete certain 

tasks on the site (see Appendix B). The test user would then narrate their thoughts and actions out loud as they 

completed those tasks on the site.  

Upon completion of the tasks, the observer opened another site page and ask the test user for their first 

impressions of this second site before giving them a new scenario with tasks to be completed (see Appendix B). 

The user would again narrate their thoughts and actions out loud as they completed the tasks for the second 

site.  

Once the tasks were complete, the observer would ask the test user some post-test questions (see Appendices 

C, D, E, and F). The test user was given an opportunity to ask any questions they had, if they wanted to do so. 

This concluded the usability testing session, and the screen capture and audio recording were turned off. 

www.google.com
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4 Results: Chore Wars 

 

Figure 3. Screen shot of the Chore Wars website home page. (source: http://www.chorewars.com/) 

The differences between each participant’s Chore Wars usability test from another’s were interesting: 

4.1 Jennifer 

When she first saw the Chore Wars site home page (see Figure 3), Jennifer commented that she thought the 

premise of Chore Wars was very clever and that she liked the overall look of the site. 

While Jennifer had no trouble setting up a Chore Wars account, creating a party, and adding chores  

(“adventures”) to her party’s options, she struggled to edit the adventures because she did not see the red 

“Edit” link on the right side of the page for a while. She also didn’t immediately notice the “Claim This” button 

for each chore that was immediately above the red “Edit” link for each chore.  

Jennifer also didn’t understand how claiming chores worked—occasionally, users will “encounter monsters” as 

part of claiming a chore, so the user and the monster must then engage in combat. The randomized outcome of 

the combat affects the user’s reward for the chore claimed. (Jennifer has heard of games like D&D, but she’s 

unfamiliar with the storytelling aspects of RPG games and how combat and experience points play into all that.) 

http://www.chorewars.com/
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the Help page on Chore Wars. (source: http://www.chorewars.com/) 

Jennifer also commented that it was confusing that the Help page was more of a Frequently Asked Questions 

page (see Figure 4). She wasn’t able to articulate why this was confusing, other than the label “Help” led her to 

believe that answers to frequently asked questions might be elsewhere, until she realized that was the only 

logical place left to look when other options didn’t turn up the information she needed. The Settings page was 

very easy for her to find. 

Jennifer finished all 7 usability tasks for the Chore Wars test in a little under 15 minutes. She then offered more 

comments about appreciating the site’s concept and overall aesthetic. She stated that she wished the site 

buttons and links stood out more and were more centrally located on each page, too. 

4.2 Trisha 

Upon first seeing the Chore Wars site home page, Trisha immediately said that it was so cool that someone 

“gamified housework.” She started talking about trying the site out with her husband and some co-workers and 

friends.  

She was very enthusiastic about setting up an account that mirrored the creation of a D&D character—she 

found account creation on Chore Wars very easy to do. While Trisha found most tasks easy to complete, she 

struggled to see the red “Edit” links and the “Claim This” buttons for the chores/adventures (see Figure 5) just 

like Jennifer did.  

http://www.chorewars.com/
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the Adventures page on Chore Wars. (source: http://www.chorewars.com/) 

Trisha took the longest to complete the Chore Wars usability testing—nearly 25 minutes. She did complete all 7 

assigned tasks. This is due mostly to her habit of reading all of the text on each site page she encountered; it was 

notable that Trisha was the only test user who did that. She had an easier time understanding what everything 

was for on each page as a result. 

4.1 Eric 

Eric said that he had actually used Chore Wars several years ago—at least three or four years prior to taking this 

usability test—so he was generally familiar with the site’s purpose and interface. He couldn’t remember his 

original username or password, so he did create a new account for this usability test. 

His past experience with Chore Wars didn’t necessarily translate to him using the Chore Wars site any better 

than Jennifer or Trisha did, though. Eric had difficulty understanding how to add adventures to his party’s 

options and then how to edit and claim those adventures. Like Jennifer, Eric didn’t understand how monster 

combat worked during adventure claiming. 

Eric especially struggled with understanding all the options available to be edited for each chore (see Figure 6) 

and what it meant for him as a Chore Wars site user. This may have been due to his unfamiliarity with RPG 

games. He did manage to find the frequently asked questions and account settings fairly quickly. 

http://www.chorewars.com/
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the Adventures Editing page on Chore Wars. (source: http://www.chorewars.com/) 

 

Overall, Eric did navigate the Chore Wars site faster than the other two test users—he completed all 7 tasks 

within 10 minutes. He mentioned at the end of the test that he wished the site was updated to have the site’s 

content narrowed down to the center of the page rather than taking up the full width of a screen. He felt that 

would make the content easier to read and use. 

http://www.chorewars.com/
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5 Results: Habitica 

 
Figure 7. Screenshot of the Habitica website home page. (source: https://habitica.com/static/home)  

There were other differences in how each user approached the tasks for the Habitica website: 

5.1 Jennifer 

Jennifer thought Habitica’s bright colors and pixel-bit artwork was very juvenile. Her reaction to the site design 

and artwork gave her a strong, impulsive dislike for the site overall, and this affected her experience trying to 

complete the usability tasks on the site. 

Jennifer found the site walkthrough prompts to be irritating, but it did help her understand how to set up her 

account on Habitica. She closed out enough of the prompts, though, that she missed instructions on how to 

create and edit habits, dailies, and to-dos on the main dashboard.  

She also found the plus and minus icons meant to add or remove points for completing (or not completing) 

habits confusing (see Figure 10). She thought the icons were for adding or removing the habit line items 

themselves. She also missed the prompts explaining how claim points for habits completed and how to create, 

edit, and claim rewards.  

 

 

https://habitica.com/static/home
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the Habitica dashboard. (source: https://habitica.com/) 

She also struggled to find the notifications and account settings. This may have been because the notifications 

and settings were not as prominently placed as other items on the navigation bar (the notifications and settings 

were found on the top right side of the screen while everything else was on the top left). 

Jennifer completed 6 of the 12 assigned usability tasks within 16 minutes. By the end of the usability test, she 

was very agitated and explained that her frustrations with the Habitica site stemmed from feeling like the site 

was trying to reach an adult audience while being condescending to that same adult audience. 

She begrudgingly admitted that the sounds and pop-ups notifying her that she had accomplished something 

were helpful. She also expressed an appreciation for the ability to be able to claim credit for more than just 

chores. (Chore Wars, to her, felt restricted to chores, while she felt Habitica allowed her to track whatever goals, 

tasks, or habits she wanted.) 

5.2 Trisha 

As she did with the Chore Wars site, Trisha read every pop-up prompt and onscreen bit of text she encountered 

on Habitica. She immediately understood the site’s premise and found it simple to set up her account. She 

commented that she thought it was nice that account characters could be created with a wheelchair if the user 

wanted to do so. 

https://habitica.com/
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However, even though she read all the pop-up prompts, she still struggled to add, edit, and claim habits, dailies, 

and to-do items on the Habitica dashboard (see Figure 8). She also struggled with the plus and minus sign icons, 

like Jennifer did. Once Trisha figured out the habit line items were added, edited, and claimed (see Figure 9), she 

immediately went to the dailies, to-dos, and rewards columns without prompting to see if that worked the same 

way. She was delighted to discover that the setup for each column was consistent, and this made it easier for 

her to complete other tasks later in the test.  

 
Figure 9. Screenshot of the Edit a Habit screen on Habitica. (source: https://habitica.com/) 

Trisha found the notifications and settings easily—she commented that these features were located in a similar 

place on the desktop version of Facebook. She did get distracted now and then reading and clicking through 

content on other pages as she searched for the information assigned in given tasks. Overall, she completed 10 of 

the 12 usability tasks for this test in 21 minutes. 

5.3 Eric 

Eric liked the Habitica site as soon as he saw it. He thought the pixel bit artwork was a fun retro touch, and he 

noticed on the bottom of the homepage that there is a smartphone app version of Habitica available, too. 

Eric found the variety of choice available in his account character’s creation to be a bit overwhelming and 

distracting. 

https://habitica.com/
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Unlike Jennifer and Trisha, Eric figured out how to add and edit habits, dailies, and to-dos on the Habitica 

dashboard fairly quickly. He did struggle with understanding how to use the plus and minus icons (see Figure 

10), and the rewards column baffled him entirely until he finally discovered the tooltips with info about each 

possible reward. 

 
Figure 10. Screenshot of test user clicking on the plus sign for a habit on Habitica—and the popup notifications about 
gaining experience and gold that resulted. (source: https://habitica.com/) 

Eric completed 10 of the 12 usability tasks for the Habitica site test in 9 minutes. He said felt a little rushed 

because of his schedule—he needed to get back to work—so it’s possible he may have had more success with 

the usability tasks if he hadn’t felt so pressured about time. 

6 Discussion 

Two of the three users said they found the Chore Wars site easier and more enjoyable to use overall than the 

Habitica site. They commented that while both sites had a lot of content, Chore Wars did a better job at keeping 

each page streamlined and simple. All users said that the Chore Wars site could benefit from some design 

updates to look a little more modern and credible. 

Jennifer and Eric both stated that if they understood RPGs better, they’d probably appreciate Chore Wars even 

more. But, for that reason, Jennifer and Eric did find Habitica a little easier to understand—there wasn’t a need 

to be familiar with RPGs to understand concepts on the Habitica site.  

https://habitica.com/
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All of the test users found the plus and minus icons on the Habitica dashboard to be confusing. They also all 

struggled to understand how to add a new habit or line item by typing in the gray box and then hitting enter.  

While two of the test users like the Habitica site aesthetics, one user found the design and artwork offensive and 

off-putting. All of the users felt the Habitica site was more complicated than it needed to be, and all of the test 

users were surprised to learn after the testing was complete that they could compete with other users on 

Habitica the way they could on Chore Wars—they had all missed the “Battle Monsters With Friends” prompt at 

the top of the dashboard (see Figure 8). 

Habitica’s characters evolved over time as they gained experience and rewards for their claimed habits, etc. This 

appealed to all users (even Jennifer). 

7 Recommendations and Conclusion 

While both the Chore Wars and Habitica sites were tested, the goal of this study was to determine how to 

improve Chore Wars specifically. Here are the top five recommendations developed from the usability testing 

described above: 

1. Chore Wars should update its user interface to look a little more modern or stylized so that it feels more 

professional and credible. Making the site design more responsive while consistently using the same grid 

layout for all site pages could improve the feel and navigation for Chore Wars.  

2. Clearer labels for site pages and subpages, along with breadcrumb trails, could make a huge difference 

to users in being able to find the content they are looking for.  

3. Buttons and links need to have more contrast from the surrounding content so that users can find them 

more easily.  

4. As part of the frequently asked questions (and answers) page, a video tutorial for the site and an 

explanation of RPG concepts would be especially helpful for new users.  

5. Making the graphics more interesting, variable, and dynamic would also help keep site users engaged, 

too. 

None of these recommendations will make much of a difference if Kevan Davis doesn’t want to maintain and 

support the Chore Wars site in the future. If he was willing to sell the site, someone else might be able to expand 

on the potential of Chore Wars, possibly even making it more viable to compete with the likes of Habitica by 

creating a coordinating smartphone app to go with the web version. A desktop client with a timer might not be a 

bad idea, either.  
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Appendix A 

Pre-testing Questions 

1. How old are you, please? 

2. What is your occupation? What do you do all day? 

3. Do you live with anyone else? (How many people?) 

4. Do you and your friends/family/roommates play any computer games, video games, or tabletop games 

together? 

5. What kinds of chores or household errands are you responsible for in your home? 

6. Do you use any to-do checklists or productivity apps? If so, which ones? How frequently do you use 

them? 

7. How many hours a week do you spend on a computer or smartphone? 

8. What websites do you visit the most often? What are your favorite websites? 
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Appendix B 

Usability Test Script  

Note: This script is based in large part on the usability test script by Steve Krug and provided on his website at 

http://sensible.com/downloads-rsme.html—in fact, parts of the script are borrowed from Krug’s verbatim. This was 

encouraged and allowed for this assignment. 

 

INT. STARBUCKS OR OTHER COFFEE SHOP – EARLY MORNING, SUNDAY 

TESTER/OBSERVER is sitting at a table, next to the TEST USER. There is a laptop open in front of the test user, 

with a freestanding microphone and a traditional computer mouse each attached to the laptop by USB cables. 

There is a web browser window open to https://www.google.com on the laptop. The tester/observer is reading 

aloud from some papers. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thank you for participating in this usability test today, [Test 

User’s First Name]. I’m [Tester/Observer’s First Name], and I’m 

going to be walking you through this session today.  

Before we begin, I have some information for you, and I’m going 

to read it to make sure that I cover everything. 

You probably already have a good idea of why I asked you here 

but let me go over it again briefly. I'm asking people to try using 

two websites that I am evaluating for [describe the class or 

project this usability testing is being done for]. I need to 

determine whether the websites we test work as intended. The 

session should take about an hour. Is that all right? 

Test/observer waits for a response from the test user. If the test user isn't comfortable with the time 

commitment, the tester/observer will try to reschedule the testing session or adjust the test to feature fewer 

task scenarios, according to the test user's time constraints. 

http://sensible.com/downloads-rsme.html
https://www.google.com/
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

The first thing I want to make clear right away is that I'm testing 

the site, not you. You can’t do anything wrong here. In fact, this 

is probably the one place today where you don’t have to worry 

about making mistakes.  

As you use the site, I’m going to ask you as much as possible to 

try to think out loud: to say what you’re looking at, what you’re 

trying to do, and what you’re thinking. This will be a big help to 

me. 

Also, please don’t worry that you’re going to hurt my feelings. 

These aren't my sites. I'm just analyzing them to determine 

what could be done to improve the site, so I need to hear your 

honest reactions. 

If you have any questions as we go along, just ask them. I may 

not be able to answer them right away, since we’re interested 

in how people do when they don’t have someone sitting next to 

them to help. But if you still have any questions when we’re 

done, I’ll try to answer them then. And if you need to take a 

break at any point, just let me know. 

You may have noticed the microphone. With your permission, 

I'm going to record our conversation and what happens on the 

screen. The recording will only be used to help me review the 

testing for a report write up, as I am hard of hearing and it's 

impossible for me to lip read and watch the screen at the same 

time. The recording won’t be seen or heard by anyone except 

me and possibly [description of anyone else who might listen to 

or watch the recording, such as a class professor, a course 

grader, or a project partner]. Are you comfortable with me 

recording this testing session? 
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The tester/observer waits for the test user's response. If the test user accepts being recorded, the 

tester/observer will turn on the microphone and screen recording software. If the test user rejects being 

recorded, the tester/observer will explain to the test user that they [the test user] may need to repeat 

themselves or turn to look at the tester/observer as they talk in-between actions. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Do you have any questions so far? 

The tester/observer allows the test user to respond and answers any questions the test user may have as best 

they can. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

OK. Before we look at the site, I’d like to ask you just a few quick 

questions. 

The tester/observer will ask the following questions of the test user and wait for their responses. The 

tester/observer will take notes if they feel it is necessary or if they are not recording the testing session with the 

microphone and screen capture software. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

How old are you, please? 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

What is your occupation? What do you do all day? 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Do you live with anyone else? (How many people?) 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Do you and your friends/family/roommates play any computer 

games, video games, or tabletop games together? 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

What kinds of chores or household errands are you responsible 

for in your home? 
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

Do you use any to-do checklists or productivity apps? If so, 

which ones? How frequently do you use them? 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

How many hours a week do you spend on a computer or 

smartphone? 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

What websites do you visit the most often? What are your 

favorite websites? 

Once the test user is done answering each of the questions above, the tester/observer will continue: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Okay, great. We’re done with the questions, and we can start 

looking at things. 

The tester/observer opens to the home page of the Chore Wars website (http://www.chorewars.com/). 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

First, I’m going to ask you to look at this page and tell me what 

you make of it: what strikes you about it, whose site you think it 

is, what you can do here, and what it’s for. Just look around and 

do a little narrative. Please don’t click on anything yet, though. 

The tester/observer gives the test user a minute or two to look at and talk about the Chore Wars home page. 

The tester/observer continues: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thanks. Now I’m going to give you a scenario where you might 

use the Chore Wars site, and then I will ask you to try doing 

some specific tasks, one at a time.  

http://www.chorewars.com/
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I’m also going to ask you to do these tasks without using the 

search feature or the back button. I’ll learn a lot more about 

how well the site works that way. 

And again, as much as possible, it will help me if you can try to 

think out loud as you go along. 

Let me give you a printed list of the scenario and tasks before I 

read each one out loud. 

The tester/observer hands the test user a printed copy of the site use scenario and associated tasks to be 

completed. The tester/observer reads the scenario out loud: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #1: Let’s say that you work at a small start-up where all 

employees pitch in with office chores. You and your co-workers 

have been debating who does the most around the office. 

Someone recommended you use Chore Wars to keep track of 

everyone’s chore contributions to settle the argument. You go 

to chorewars.com, where you'll complete task number one. 

Now the tester/observer will start reading each task aloud to the test user in the order they appear in the script. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

For your Scenario #1 task, please set up a Chore Wars account. 

Note that creating an account is free, and you may cancel this at 

any time after the test is complete. 

Before reading the next task in the list, the tester/observer will allow the test user up to five minutes to 

complete each task. If the user cannot complete the task in the allotted time, if what they are doing isn't 

producing any valuable insight, or if the user is becoming very frustrated, the tester/observer will tell the test 

user that they have done great but that it's time to move on to the next task. Then, then the tester/observer will 

read the next task for the test user to do. Repeat for each task or until time runs out. 
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #2: Once you get to the Chore Wars dashboard, you 

realize you can’t claim chores and experience until you do a few 

things first.  

Task #1: Find a way to create a group for you and your co-

workers. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Create or add chores and their experience values to 

your party for future use. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #3: Now that you’ve customized your chore options, 

you want to log the experience you have already earned for this 

weekend.  

Task #1: Edit two of your chores.  

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Claim some adventures based on your activities 

yesterday and today. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #4: You realize there is probably more for you to 

understand or do to get started on Chore Wars. 

Task #1: Find the frequently asked questions page or something 

similar. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Find your account settings. 

Once the test user is done completing all the tasks above or time has run out, the tester/observer continues: 
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thanks, that was very helpful. Now we are going to do 

something similar on another site. 

The tester/observer signs out of the user account on Chore Wars. Then, the tester/observer opens to the home 

page of the Habitica website (https://habitica.com/static/home). 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Please look at this site's home page and tell me what you make 

of it: what strikes you about it, whose site you think it is, what 

you can do here, and what it’s for. Like before, just look around 

and do a little narrative. You can scroll through the page, but 

don’t click on anything yet, please. 

The tester/observer gives the test user a minute or two to look at and talk about the Habitica home page. The 

tester/observer then continues: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thanks. Now I’m going to give you a scenario where you might 

use the Habitica site, and then I will ask you to try doing some 

specific tasks, one at a time. I’m also going to ask you to do 

these tasks without using the search feature or the back button. 

I’ll learn a lot more about how well the site works that way. 

And again, as much as possible, it will help me if you can try to 

think out loud as you go along. 

Let me give you a printed list of the scenario and tasks before I 

read each one out loud. 

The tester/observer hands the test user a printed copy of the site use scenario and associated tasks to be 

completed. The tester/observer reads the scenario out loud: 

https://habitica.com/static/home
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #1: Let’s say you and the people you live with (or your 

friends or family elsewhere) have been playfully joking about 

whose life is the hardest because of all the things they have to 

do each day. You suggested using Chore Wars to keep track of 

everyone’s daily accomplishments, but someone else protested 

and said they want to try Habitica instead. You go to 

habitica.com, where you'll complete task number one. 

Now the tester/observer will start reading each task aloud to the test user in the order they appear in the script. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

For your Scenario #1 task, please set up a Habitica account. 

Note that creating an account is free, and you may cancel this at 

any time after the test is complete. 

Before reading the next task in the list, the tester/observer will allow the test user up to five minutes to 

complete each task. If the user cannot complete the task in the allotted time, if what they are doing isn't 

producing any valuable insight, or if the user is becoming very frustrated, the tester/observer will tell the test 

user that they have done great but that it's time to move on to the next task. Then, then the tester/observer will 

read the next task for the test user to do. Repeat for each task or until time runs out. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #2: Once you get to the Habitica dashboard, you 

realize you need to customize your options. 

Task #1: Add a new Habit. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Edit an existing Habit. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #3: Remove an existing Habit. 
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TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #4: Make two other changes to the Habits list. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #5: Make two changes to the Dailies list. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #6: Make two changes to the To-Dos list. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #3: Now that you’ve customized your Task lists, you 

want to log the experience you have already earned for this 

weekend.  

Task #1: Add or remove experience to/from the Habits, Dailies, 

and To-Dos lists based on your activities yesterday and today.  

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Reward yourself if possible. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Scenario #4: You realize there is probably more for you to get 

started on Habitica. 

Task #1: Find the FAQ page. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #2: Find your notifications. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Task #3: Find your account settings. 

Once the test user is done completing all the tasks above or time has run out, the tester/observer continues: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thank you. You've given me a lot of things to consider. 
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The tester/observer now asks any questions about things they wanted to understand better from the test user's 

actions or experience during the testing session/task completion. 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Do you have any questions for me, now that we’re done? 

The tester/observer allows the test user to respond and answers any questions the test user may have as best 

they can. If the test user doesn't have any questions to ask, or once the test user indicates they do not have any 

more questions to ask, the test observer turns off the microphone and screen recording software and saves the 

file before continuing: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

To thank you for your participation in this usability testing 

today, I'd like to buy you a drink or food item of your choice 

from the bar here at Starbucks. 

The tester/observer orders and pays for a drink or food item of the test user's choice from the barista at the 

cash register. After ordering the test user's preferred drink or food item, or if the test user declines a free drink 

or food item, the tester/observer continues: 

TESTER/OBSERVER 

Thank you again, so much, for your time and assistance. If you 

would like a copy of the recording from today's testing session, 

or if you would like a copy of the final usability report created 

from this and other testing sessions, please email me at 

[Tester/Observer's email address]. 

The tester/observer provides the test user with their email address written or printed on a piece of paper, and 

then the tester/observer subtly and gently escorts the test user away from the testing table. 
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Appendix C 

Post-test questions (blank) 

1. How would you describe the first website? Do you feel like you understand the overall concept of the 

site? 

2. How would you describe the second website? Do you feel like you understand that site’s overall 

concept, too? 

3. Which site was easier for you to figure out and use? Why? 

4. How would you rate the overall design of each website? 

5. What features or pages did you feel were missing on either site, if any? 
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Appendix D 

Jennifer’s responses 

Pre-test questions 

1. How old are you, please? 

“I am 40.” 

2. What is your occupation? What do you do all day? 

“I’m a stay-at-home mom, and I homeschool my children. So, each day we wake up, breakfast, 
school, lunch, school, dinner, chores, all the chores … and do it all over.” 

3. Do you live with anyone else? (How many people?) 

“I live with my husband and children. My husband is 37 years old, and our kids are 12, 9, 7, and 
5.” 

4. Do you and your friends/family/roommates play any computer games, video games, or tabletop 

games together? 

“Yes. We play lots of tabletop games, board games, card games … my husband likes Nintendo 

Switch, but my kids like to dress up and role-play a lot of fantasy characters, like from The 

Hobbit and fairy tales and stuff like that. My sons are sometimes interested in superhero-

themed games, too. They all like Minecraft, too.” 

5. What kinds of chores or household errands are you responsible for in your home? 

“Everything. Cleaning, shopping, organizing, fixing. I’m home most of the time with the kids, so 

… I do everything.” 

6. Do you use any to-do checklists or productivity apps? If so, which ones? How frequently do you 

use them? 

“I do not. My husband just started setting up chore charts for all of us in Excel, but it hasn’t 

really gone far because the chore redistribution hasn’t really happened yet.” 

7. How many hours a week do you spend on a computer or smartphone? 

“Oh, yikes. Um, I’m not sure. A lot more than I’d like to admit. Maybe 30 hours a week, maybe 

more?” 

8. What websites do you visit the most often? What are your favorite websites? 

“I use Amazon a lot. Some cooking blogs. We use Khan Academy a lot for homeschooling, and 

Google, and whatever sites Google leads us to.” 
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Post-test questions 

1. How would you describe the first website, Chore Wars? Do you feel like you understand the 

overall concept of the site? 

“I think the home page explained a lot. The illustrations of the fantasy characters holding things 

like a broom or a trash bag … and just the title. It was easy to figure out that way. The internal 

pages were a little more challenging, but not too tough. My kids would love it, honestly. I 

probably just need more time to explore it all. I’m not a gamer for—I don’t do those kinds of 

games, normally, so maybe that’s why it was more challenging at times? It’s one of those sites 

that if I just had two minutes to kind of read it all, then I would be fine. Probably. I did like it the 

best, though.” 

2. How would you describe the second website, Habitica? Do you feel like you understand that 

site’s overall concept, too? 

“Ugh. The appearance was just so … juvenile, I guess. It just felt kind of insulting. The whole 

experience, the little popups telling me what to do, it just was too much. Let me figure it out! It 

felt more overwhelming because it gave me too much upfront. I wish they had a video tutorial 

or something. That would have been so much better. The little sounds, though, and the 

announcements that I got points, those were okay. Those helped. And it was kind of nice you 

can record more than just chores.” 

3. Which site was easier for you to figure out and use? Why? 

“The first one. It had a lot of information, but it wasn’t so pushy about it. It gave me just what I 

needed for the most part. The only thing about Habitica was that I didn’t need to have the 

whole gamer background to get it. I mean, I still didn’t get it, but you know? The combat thing, 

or the XP on Chore Wars. I wish I understood that, but I don’t.” 

4. How would you rate the overall design of each website? 

“I love Chore Wars as it is, really, and I think my kids would too. It has that fantasy game feel, 

but maybe it could do with some more modern features here and there? I don’t know much 

more for Habitica. I didn’t like how it looked. Maybe the app is more appealing than the web 

one.” 

5. What features or pages did you feel were missing on either site, if any? 
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“Ooo, I’d add video tutorials. Both sites could benefit from that, I think. And obviously it [Chore Wars] 

needs regular updates since it hasn’t had some in a while.” 
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Appendix E 

Trisha’s responses 

Pre-test questions 

1. How old are you, please? 

“38 years old.” 

2. What is your occupation? What do you do all day? 

“I’m a cross-functional manager in the accounting and HR departments for a plumbing 

wholesale company just south of downtown Phoenix. I handle invoices, reporting and auditing, 

contracts, all that good stuff. I do a lot of gaming and reading in my spare time.” 

3. Do you live with anyone else? (How many people?) 

“Just my husband. And our three dogs.” 

4. Do you and your friends/family/roommates play any computer games, video games, or tabletop 

games together? 

“Yes! We play a lot of board games. Terraforming Mars. Catan. That kind of stuff. If the 

opportunity presents itself, we enjoy video games, too. We do a lot of RPGs like Dungeons and 

Dragons with friends. Oh! And PC games like World of Warcraft or Hearthstone with friends. We 

are big sci-fi nerds. And fantasy.” 

5. What kinds of chores or household errands are you responsible for in your home? 

“We split our chores pretty evenly. We don’t always do the same chores every day. I guess it just 

depends on who is free when something has to be done. He does more of the cooking, though. 

He enjoys that, I don’t, so I let him have it.” 

6. Do you use any to-do checklists or productivity apps? If so, which ones? How frequently do you 

use them? 

“Not really. I mean, some project management stuff at work. Google Calendar, Trello. But I only 

use those at work, so it’s like five days a week.” 

7. How many hours a week do you spend on a computer or smartphone? 

“God. Probably 45 to 50 hours a week. I feel so bad!” 

8. What websites do you visit the most often? What are your favorite websites? 
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“My banking app, all the time. The calendar and the alarm clock. Those are apps, though. 

Websites … probably my banking website, too, then. And probably Google News, game sites like 

Steam. Chewy.com for my dogs’ stuff. Facebook sometimes, too.” 

Post-test questions 

1. How would you describe the first website, Chore Wars? Do you feel like you understand the 

overall concept of the site? 

“Yeah. It was pretty easy, just a lot to read. I think it made sense, though. I really liked it.” 

2. How would you describe the second website, Habitica? Do you feel like you understand that 

site’s overall concept, too? 

“It was pretty cool, too. It wasn’t hard to figure out that did a lot of the same things as Chore 

Wars, but it was just newer, like newer design. It wasn’t as intuitive, though. That kind of 

surprised me. I thought it would be easier at first glance.” 

3. Which site was easier for you to figure out and use? Why? 

“Probably Chore Wars, because there were visual clues. I mean, the second one, the colors 

helped a lot, but for setup, Chore Wars was better. Once I figured out the second one [Habitica], 

the usability there may have been better. But Chore Wars was really straightforward, and the 

content was organized a little more logically than second one’s was.” 

4. How would you rate the overall design of each website? 

“I liked them both. I though Chore Wars had more of the fantasy feel to it, though. Both were 

designed really well.” 

5. What features or pages did you feel were missing on either site, if any? 

“Both of them were very interactive and appealing, but probably because I like RPGs and fantasy 

and all that. I don’t know if there’s a way to make the sites appeal to users who aren’t into that 

stuff. The second site [Habitica] needed better prompts and maybe a video tutorial. It’s [the 

prompts] just text, and user might need more than that. The buttons don’t all make sense and 

things aren’t all in places you’d expect.” 
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Appendix F 

Eric’s responses 

Pre-test questions 

1. How old are you, please? 

“40.” 

2. What is your occupation? What do you do all day? 

“Application support analyst. Like a tech support specialist thing for a mortgage company.” 

3. Do you live with anyone else? (How many people?) 

“Wife and four kids.” 

4. Do you and your friends/family/roommates play any computer games, video games, or tabletop 

games together? 

“Sometimes. Board and games with the kids. I like chess and solitaire on my phone. I like 

strategy games and games that make me laugh.” 

5. What kinds of chores or household errands are you responsible for in your home? 

“My wife does things like dishes and laundry. I try to help. I do most of the repairs and 

maintenance stuff for our home and cars.” 

6. Do you use any to-do checklists or productivity apps? If so, which ones? How frequently do you 

use them? 

“No. Other than an alarm clock, but that’s it.” 

7. How many hours a week do you spend on a computer or smartphone? 

“I’d say between 32 and 35 most of the time. Sometimes as much as 50 hours a week when I 

have time off or I’m sick.” 

8. What websites do you visit the most often? What are your favorite websites? 

“YouTube, Netflix. Amazon and Amazon Prime Video. Google News, and maybe my Gmail 

account.”  

Post-test questions 

1. How would you describe the first website, Chore Wars? Do you feel like you understand the 

overall concept of the site? 
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“Uh, I—it seems to make sense to me. It’s a good way to add points and stuff like that, although 

I don’t get the whole ‘you’ve been attacked by a demon’ thing because I don’t get how that has 

any relevance to anything. But overall, it works well. I think it would work well in a group setting 

with people who get the gaming parts.”  

2. How would you describe the second website, Habitica? Do you feel like you understand that 

site’s overall concept, too? 

“I love the look of Habitica. It wasn’t very easy to understand. It was just complicated. The 

buttons were weird and things were just kind of random.” 

3. Which site was easier for you to figure out and use? Why? 

“Chore Wars was easier to understand, except for the monster parts.” 

4. How would you rate the overall design of each website? 

“Chore Wars had the better organization, but Habitica was simply beautiful, you know?” 

5. What features or pages did you feel were missing on either site, if any? 

“I hated the plus button things on Habitica. Either make it less likely to be something to use for 

adding new content or use text or whatever. It just didn’t make sense.” 


